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Introduction 
For more than a century, The University of Queensland (UQ) has maintained a global reputation for 
delivering knowledge leadership for a better world.  
 
The most prestigious and widely recognised rankings of world universities consistently place UQ 
among the world’s top universities.  
 
UQ has won more national teaching awards than any other Australian university. This commitment to 
quality teaching empowers our 52,000 current students, who study across UQ’s three campuses, to 
create positive change for society. 
 
Our research has global impact, delivered by an interdisciplinary research community of more than 
1500 researchers at our six faculties, eight research institutes and more than 100 research centres.  
 
The School of Social Science is home to leading research in anthropology, archeology, criminology 
and sociology building knowledge, skills and values for a just and resilient society. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
This submission represents the opinions of the contributing authors listed in this document. It does 
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Summary and recommendations 
This submission addresses the impact of proposed foreign investment on market concentration and 
competition (TOR-B); the role of the Foreign Investment Review Board (TOR-C); and other matters 
related to foreign ownership and control of Australia’s agri-food resources (TOR-G). In particular, we 
draw attention to the important role of institutional investors, such as pension funds and ‘funds-of-funds’, 
in shaping land ownership. We also argue that information presented in the Australian Government’s 
Register of Foreign Ownership of Agricultural Land i – which only provides summary data on land size, 
land use, and country of ownership for foreign owned land in each State and Territory – does not provide 
the information we need to better understand the full depth of issues surrounding foreign investment in 
Australia's farmland.  
 
We draw here on our combined research into foreign investment in agricultural land and supply chains 
in Australia undertaken as part of an Australian Research Council Discovery Project 2016-2019, ‘Food, 
Farming and Financialisation: Agri-food Transformations in Australia’. This study examined the ways 
financialisation – the growing presence of financial firms in contemporary economic relations – is 
transforming agri-food industries in Australiaii. The study has enabled the first comprehensive mapping 
of farmland purchases made between 2008 and 2020 with criteria going beyond country of finance origin 
and hectares of landiii,enabling for the first time a much more complete, and complex, picture of foreign 
farmland ownership to emerge.  
 
Our study has documented foreign purchases of Australian farmland, agribusiness and other agricultural 
assets with details on locations, sectors, financing country, investment amounts and type of finance 
entity. Our database lists 101 companies, 23 countries, 752 properties/land parcels, amounting to 
AUD$124,323.3 million of investments between 2008 and 2020. These findings compare favourably to 
the 2018 Land Register, indicating a high degree of reliability. We have mapped 50.6 million ha farmland 
(compared to 52.6m ha in the Land Register). This includes 17.23 million ha farmland that has been 
purchased by China during this time, compared to the 9.17million ha in the Land Register. The difference 
in findings across the two datasets reflect the challenges associated with measuring farmland 
investment as it changes over time, and shines numerical light on what is missing from the Australian 
government land register data. 
 
Despite some limitations, the database represents the most thorough and up-to-date account of who is 
investing in what agricultural assets where, when and how in Australia. This helps to clarify issues of 
ownership and control of Australia’s agri-food resources, and provides detailed information with which 
to assess whether agri-food investments strengthen national food security, provide benefits to 
communities, and comply with national investment guidelines. Our submission also draws on a research 
paper co-authored by the authors, currently in preparation for the Journal of Agrarian Change. We thank 
the Committee for holding the inquiry and accepting our submission.  
 
Recommendations outlined in this document are:  
 

1. Given the vastly different types of, and relationships between, finance entities buying agricultural 
land in Australia, it is important to examine the diversity of financial actors and their motivations for 
investing. This is more informative about competition and concentration than the country of origin 
of finance per se.  

2. Granting public access to a fuller range of data held by the FIRB Land Register would enable 
improved analyses of foreign investment and divestment drivers and trends, and better meet 
public expectations for accountability and transparency. 

3. In Australia, farmland ownership is increasingly shaped by institutional finance’s capacity to invest 
and divest in partnership with other types of finance entities (private and public companies, 
government enterprises and family funds), resulting in the deepening entrenchment of institutional 
ownership in the majority of foreign-owned agricultural assets in Australia. FIRB data should seek 
to capture type of finance entity in its annual reporting of the Australian Land Register. 
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• Concentration of ownership is greatest for institutional capital, indicated by the high number of 
agricultural properties owned by institutional investors compared to other investor types (Figure 1). 
Also, we found a growing trend towards investment models (i.e. JVs) that mix funding from 
institutional investors with other sources of capital (private and public companies, government 
enterprises and family funds) and importantly, with Australian-owned financiers, further increasing 
the reach of institutional finance.  

Figure 1: Number of agricultural properties owned, by investor type (2008-2020) 

 
 

• The impact of foreign investment on market concentration and competition varies according to the 
structure through which the foreign entity invests. For example, our research examined the process 
through which a foreign pension fund formed a partnership with an Australian family-farm business 
and subsequently invested substantial funds into Australian pastoralism and the business 
development of that entityiv. This structure appears to have a range of positive benefits relative to 
other investment strategies since the family farm business retains a high degree of control over 
business development. Such partnerships are very rare however and many farmers report less 
positive experiences. These partnerships are difficult and expensive for farmers to negotiate and 
there is a potential role for government in providing support to farmers seeking to negotiate such 
partnerships. 
 

• Some foreign investors have little knowledge of Australian agribusiness and rely on intermediaries 
to provide guidance in choosing where to invest and in developing business development plans, 
particularly in less developed areas of Northern Australia. In the Northern Territory, the government 
attempts to provide such support in shaping the location and type of investmentv, although there are 
also many private-sector actors who do this, some of whom are perceived to have misled investors 
and in doing so facilitated unsustainable investments. Greater attention to the varying sophistication 
of foreign financial investors is necessary to understand patterns of investment. 
 

• Foreign investment in pastoral land has driven increased land prices and land price volatility, which 
can severely affect the ability of local enterprises to compete with large foreign entitiesvi. 
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Recommendation:  
Given the vastly different types of, and relationships between, finance entities buying agricultural land in 
Australia, it is important to examine the diversity of financial actors and their motivations for investing. 
This is more informative about competition and concentration than the country of origin of finance per se.  
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Endnotes 

i ATO (2019). Register of Foreign Ownership of Agricultural Land: Report of registrations as at 30 June 
2018. Canberra: Australian Government Taxation Office. 
 
ii Lawrence, G. and Smith, K. (2018). ‘The concept of ‘financialisation’: Criticisms and insights’. In 
Bjorkhaug, H., Lawrence, G. and Magnan, A. (eds). Financialisation, food systems and rural 
transformation, Routledge, London (pp.23-41). 
 
iii Our database was compiled using content analysis of public information obtained from company 
websites and annual reports, online databases such as factiva, government reports, industry databases 
(such as AgriInvestor and the Land Matrix), and material in the financial press. Data entries have been 
triangulated across these numerous sources where possible. It maps 752 separate entries of land 
purchased since 2008; some entries are already ‘aggregated’ (i.e. numerous properties are combined 
into one purchase), others are not (i.e. multiple properties are identified individually, even though they 
were part of a single purchase). Our database records and consolidates major purchases during this 
time period, of which some land parcels have been bought and sold numerous times. This explains why 
our database records more foreign land ownership than the Australian Land Register, which records 
current levels of foreign ownership only.  

iv Langford, A. (2019). Capitalising the farm family entrepreneur: Negotiating private equity partnerships 
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